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Thought Piece 
Matthew Macreadie 

The 5% Club 

Recently the number of fixed-rate investment-grade bonds achieving the magical 5% mark has 

expanded. Uncertainty and volatility have persisted over the last few months, which has seen a 

selloff in fixed-rate investment-grade bonds to yields last seen back in 2013/2014. 

Part of this has been led by the disruption caused by Russian’s invasion of Ukraine, which has 

added fuel to the inflationary fire. Furthermore, while interest rates are expected to rise in both 

the US and Australia, markets are becoming increasingly fearful of the US curve flattening activity, 

which is generally noted as a recession indicator. A flatter US curve, accompanied by increasing 

inflation expectations, would lead to stagflation. Whether this plays out or not is unclear yet, but 

pressure is escalating in markets.   

However, it is also useful to put these corporate/credit securities into context on a duration-

adjusted basis. Focusing on BBB- to BBB+ rated investment-grade bonds, we have prepared a list 

of those bonds offering greater than 5% yield to next call but also calculated the yield per unit of 

mod duration. This is a measure of the return an investor can expect adjusted for the interest rate 

sensitivity inherent within the security.  

Investors need to be aware of how much interest rate risk is in their portfolio. A general rule is that 

the longer the maturity and the lower the coupon, the more the bond price can fluctuate, both up 

and down. This is effectively what the mod duration of a bond calculates. A bond’s mod duration 

is how much in percent the bond price will adjust to an unexpected 1% shift in interest rates. For 

instance, if you own a bond with a mod duration of 7 and then interest rates increase by 1%, the 

price of your bond will go down by 7%. 

Security 
Name 

Issuer Name ISIN 
Yld to Nxt 
Call (Mid) 

Mod Dur 
(Mid) 

Yld per Unit 
of Mod Dur 

Fixed Cpn Maturity Currency 

Agif 2.9381 
06/24/31 

Agi Finance Pty 
Ltd 

AU3CB0281152 5.00 7.76 0.64 Y 2.938 24/06/2031 AUD 

Llcau 5.425 
12/07/28 

Lendlease 
Finance Ltd 

AU3CB0259224 5.09 5.40 0.94 Y 5.425 7/12/2028 AUD 

Bacau 4 
1/2 
12/30/30 

Brisbane 
Airport Corp 

AU3CB0272854 5.10 7.01 0.73 Y 4.500 30/12/2030 AUD 

Wennex 
3.15 
03/31/31 

Westconnex 
Finance Co Pt 

AU3CB0279057 5.18 7.58 0.68 Y 3.150 31/03/2031 AUD 

Tqlau 3 1/4 
08/05/31 

Transurban Qld 
Finance 

AU3CB0279958 5.25 7.75 0.68 Y 3.250 5/08/2031 AUD 

Qphfin 
2.85 
01/29/31 

Qph Finance 
Co Pty Ltd 

AU3CB0273373 5.26 7.50 0.70 Y 2.850 29/01/2031 AUD 

Llcau 3.7 
03/31/31 

Lendlease 
finance ltd 

AU3CB0278711 5.30 7.43 0.71 Y 3.700 31/03/2031 AUD 

Azoau 3 
03/09/28 

Aurizon Finance 
Pty Ltd 

AU3CB0278380 5.36 5.28 1.02 Y 3.000 9/03/2028 AUD 

Azjau 2.9 
09/02/30 

Aurizon 
Network Pty Ltd 

AU3CB0274173 5.47 7.19 0.76 Y 2.900 2/09/2030 AUD 

Pnhau 3.7 
09/24/29 

Pacific National 
Finance 

AU3CB0266906 5.48 6.34 0.86 Y 3.700 24/09/2029 AUD 

Pnhau 3.8 
09/08/31 

Pacific National 
Finance 

AU3CB0282812 5.50 7.65 0.72 Y 3.800 8/09/2031 AUD 
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On deeper analysis of the 5% Club, there appears to be some corporate/credit securities which 

offer better value on a duration-adjusted basis (see yellow highlighted bonds). If an investor 

wants to manage both return and interest rate risk, they’d be better served looking at the LLCAU 

5.425 12/07/28, AZOAU 3 03/09/28, and PNHAU 3.7 09/24/29 securities. 

Chart 1. Yield Per Unit of Mod Dur 

 

Source: IAM Capital Markets 

Below, one can see the AusBond Credit 7-10 year index (BACR7X Index – white line) which is a 

measure of the market of Australian corporate/credit securities The index has an average credit 

rating of A- and mod duration of around 7 years. Interestingly, the yield did go above 5% but this 

was back in 2010-2013 when most global economies were still recovering from the global 

financial crisis (GFC). 

Chart 2. Ausbond Credit 7-10 Year Index 

 

Source: Bloomberg 

The chart below shows the AusBond Credit BBB- to BBB+ Index (BACRBBB Index – Green Line) 

which is the best proxy for BBB credit. The data for this index stops in 2014, but that's around the 

last time yields on BBB rated bonds were in the mid 4%. 
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Chart 3. AusBond Credit BBB- to BBB+ Index 

 

Source: Bloomberg 
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Matthew’s current responsibilities include providing credit commentary/views on the bond market 

and specific issuers, with the aim of aiding investors to make better risk-return decisions.  

Prior to joining Income Asset Management, Matthew spent eight years working as a Credit 

Portfolio Manager at Aberdeen Standard, where he was responsible for the credit portfolio 

construction and security selection across a wide range of financial and non-financial sectors.  

Matthew began his career at KPMG working in Auditing and Assurance within the consumer and 

industrials group. Matthew holds a Masters of Applied Finance from Macquarie University and a 

Bachelor of Commerce from UNSW. 
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CONTACT US 

 

If you need assistance or would like to speak with one of our IAM Capital Market specialists, don’t 

hesitate to contact us. Our operating hours are 9:00am to 5:00pm weekdays (AEDT). 

P: 1300 784 132 

E:  clientservices@incomeam.com 

W:  www.incomeam.com 

 

Sydney Office 

GPO Box 1468 

Sydney, NSW 2000 

 

incomeam.com  

http://www.incomeam.com/
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Research Report Disclosure 

IAM Capital Markets Limited (AFSL 283119) (‘IAM Capital Markets’) financial service business and provides general financial 

product advice only. As a result, this document, the Content and the Reports are not intended to provide financial product advice 

and must not be relied upon or construed as such. IAM Capital Markets does not express any opinion on the future or expected 

value of any financial product and does not explicitly or implicitly recommend or suggest an investment strategy of any kind.  The 

Content and the Reports provided in this document have been prepared based on available data to which IAM Capital Markets 

have access. Neither the accuracy of that data nor the research methodology used to produce the Content and Reports can be or  

is guaranteed or warranted. Some of the research used to create the Content and the Reports is based on past performance. Past 

performance is not an indicator of future performance. The data generated by the research in the Content or the Reports is based 

on research methodology that has limitations; and some of the information in the Content or the Reports is based on information 

from third parties. IAM Capital Markets does not guarantee the currency of the Content or the Reports. If you would like to assess 

the currency, you should compare the Content or the Reports with more recent characteristics and performance of the assets 

mentioned within it.  

You acknowledge that investment can give rise to substantial risk and a product mentioned in the Content or the Reports  may not 

be suitable to you. The Content and Reports have been provided or made available by IAM Capital Markets without taking account 

of your objectives, financial situation, and needs. IAM Capital Markets strongly recommends that you seek independent 

accounting, financial, taxation, and legal advice, tailored to your specific objectives, financial situation or needs, prior to  making 

any investment decision. Neither IAM Capital Markets, nor any of its directors, authorised representatives, employees, or agents, 

makes any representation or warranty as to the reliability, accuracy, or completeness, of the Content and Reports. Nor does IAM 

Capital Markets accept any liability or responsibility arising in any way (including negligence) for errors in, or omissions from the 

Content and Reports. IAM Capital Markets, its staff and related parties earn fees and revenue from dealing in the securities as 

principal or otherwise and may have an interest in any securities mentioned in this document. Any reference to credit ratings of 

companies, entities or financial products must only be relied upon by a ‘wholesale client’ as that term is defined in section  761G 

of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). IAM Capital Markets does not provide tax advice and is not a registered tax agent or tax 

(financial) advisor, nor are any of IAM Capital Markets’ staff or authorised representatives. IAM Capital Markets does not make a 

market in the securities or products that may be referred to in this document.  

An investment in notes or corporate bonds should not be compared to a bank deposit. Notes and corporate bonds have a greater 

risk of loss of some or all an investor’s capital when compared to bank deposits. IAM Capital Markets is not licensed to prov ide 

foreign exchange hedging or deal in foreign exchange contracts services. IAM Capital Markets may quote to you an estimated 

yield when you purchase a bond. This yield may be calculated by IAM Capital Markets on either A) a yield to maturity date basis; 

or B) a yield to early redemption date basis. Some bond issuances include multiple early redemption dates and prices, therefore 

the realised yield earned by you on the bond may differ from the yield estimated or quoted by IAM Capital Markets at the time of 

your purchase.  

BondAdviser has acted on information provided to it and our research is subject to change based on legal offering documents. 

This research is for informational purposes only. We note that this security offering is only being made to investors who are not 

retail clients under the Corporations Act nor located outside Australia This information discusses general market activity, industry 

or sector trends, or other broad-based economic, market or political conditions and should not be construed as research or 

investment advice. The content of this report is not intended to provide financial product advice and must not be relied upon as 

such. The Content and the Reports are not and shall not be construed as financial product advice. The statements and/ or 

recommendations on this web application, the Content and/or the Reports are our opinions only. We do not express any opinion 

on the future or expected value of any Security and do not explicitly or implicitly recommend or suggest an investment strategy 

of any kind. The content and reports provided have been prepared based on available data to which we have access. Neither the  

accuracy of that data nor the methodology used to produce the report can be guaranteed or warranted. Some of the research 

used to create the content is based on past performance. Past performance is not an indicator of future performance. We have 

taken all reasonable steps to ensure that any opinion or recommendation is based on reasonable grounds. The data generated 

by the research is based on methodology that has limitations; and some of the information in the reports is based on information 

from third parties. We do not guarantee the currency of the report. If you would like to assess the currency, you should compare 

the reports with more recent characteristics and performance of the assets mentioned within it. You acknowledge that investment 

can give rise to substantial risk and a product mentioned in the reports may not be suitable to you. You should obtain independent 

advice specific to your particular circumstances, make your own enquiries and satisfy yourself before you make any investment 

decisions or use the report for any purpose. This report provides general information only. There has been no regard whatsoever 

to your own personal or business needs, your individual circumstances, your own financial position or investment objectives in 

preparing the information. We do not accept responsibility for any loss or damage, however caused (including through 

negligence), which you may directly or indirectly suffer in connection with your use of this report, nor do we accept any 

responsibility for any such loss arising out of your use of, or reliance on, information contained on or accessed through this report. 


